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Alex Jones faces multiple lawsuits from families of students and educators who were
killed in the 2012 Sandy Hook shooting. Jones, who previously claimed that the Sandy
Hook shooting was a hoax, told lawyers in his deposition that he “almost had like a form
of psychosis back in the past where I basically thought everything was staged, even
though I’m now learning a lot of times things aren’t staged.” In his defense, Jones gave
examples of false-flag events, thereby illustrating that staged events are real and that
they have been used to achieve political goals. It remains to be seen whether
questioning the reality of crisis events that favor political agendas will be classified
as mental illness. Wolfgang Halbig, who has investigated the Sandy Hook shooting for a
number of years, also is named in the lawsuit. It is not yet known if he will claim
psychosis or pursue discovery in the Sandy Hook case to get answers to the many
unanswered questions relating to the shooting. -GEG

Alex Jones, the Austin-based provocateur embroiled in several lawsuits filed by parents
of victims of the 2012 Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting, said in a deposition
released Friday that his conspiracy thinking was a kind of mental disorder.

Jones, who repeatedly
claimed on his internet and radio show InfoWars that the mass shooting
in Newtown, Conn., was a hoax, told lawyers he “almost had like a form
of psychosis back in the past where I basically thought everything was
staged, even though I’m now learning a lot of times things aren’t
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staged.”

Jones blamed his mental state on “the trauma of the media
and the corporations lying so much, then everything begins — you don’t
trust anything anymore, kind of like a child whose parents lie to them
over and over again, well, pretty soon they don’t know what reality is.”

The
admission came toward the end of the three-hour deposition recorded in a
downtown Austin law office March 14 in one of several lawsuits brought
in Austin, Connecticut and Virginia against Jones by parents of children
killed in the shooting. The suits contend that Jones’ repeated claims
that the shootings were staged showed a reckless disregard for the truth
and for the distress and real harm he was causing the parents, piling
torment on their tragedies.

“So long before these lawsuits I said that in the past I thought
everything was a conspiracy, and I would kind of get into that mass
group think of the communities that were out there saying that,” Jones
said. “And so now I see that it’s more in the middle. All right? So
that’s where I stand.”

But under questioning by Houston lawyer Mark Bankston, Jones continued to display a
fundamentally conspiratorial frame of mind.

The
deposition offers a revealing look at Jones’ state of mind at a moment
of maximum peril him. Jones has been stripped since summer of major
social media platforms for InfoWars because of the content of his posts
and playing defense in multiple courtrooms.

Read full article and see complete deposition here…

Article about diagnosing human emotions and free thinking as medical mental illnesses:

https://www.foxnews.com/health/shyness-grieving-soon-to-be-classified-as-mental-illness
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